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Abstract. In this paper we explore the opportunities offered by graphbased link analysis techniques in the development of a semi-automatic
image captioning system. The approach we propose is appealing since
predicted terms for an image: 1) are in variable number, depending on
the image content, 2) represent correlated terms, and 3) can also represent abstract concepts. We present preliminary results on our prototype
system and discuss possible extensions.
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Introduction

The advent of digital photography calls for effective techniques for managing
growing amounts of color images. Even if content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
systems represent a completely automatic solution to image retrieval [12], low
level features, such as color and texture, are not always able to properly characterize the actual image content. This is due to the semantic gap existing between
the user subjective notion of similarity and the one according to which a low level
feature-based retrieval system evaluates two images to be similar. An effective
way to alleviate such gap is to exploit user feedback to understand which images
are actually relevant to the query [11, 3, 1]. However, the quality of results for
queries in which the user is looking for images matching some high-level concept
(e.g., landscape) is still far to reach the optimal 100% precision value.
A possible way to fill the semantic gap is to (semi-)automatically assign
meaningful terms to images, so as to indeed allow a high-level, concept-based,
retrieval. Several (semi-)automatic techniques [10, 5, 7, 9, 8] have been proposed
in recent years and the first image annotation prototypes are now available on
Internet (e.g., ALIPR.com1 and Behold2 ). We can group state-of-the-art solutions
into two main classes, namely semantic propagation and statistical inference. In
both cases, the problem to be solved remains the same: Given a training set of
annotated color images, discover affinities between low-level image features and
terms that describe the image content, with the aim of predicting “good” terms
to annotate a new image.
?
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With propagation models [8], a supervised learning technique that compares
image similarity at a low-level and then annotates images by propagating terms
over the most similar images is adopted. Working with statistical inference models [9, 5, 7, 10], an unsupervised learning approach tries to capture correspondences between low-level features and terms by estimating their joint probability
distribution. Both approaches improve the annotation process and the retrieval
on large image databases. However, among the predicted terms for unlabelled
images, still too many irrelevant ones are present.
In this paper we explore the opportunities offered by graph-based link analysis techniques in the development of an effective semi-automatic image captioning system. In our approach each image is characterized as a set of regions from
which low-level features are extracted. The training set is built by associating a
variable number of terms to each image. In this way, not only terms related to
a particular region of the image, but even abstract concepts associated to the
whole image (e.g., “landscape” and “pasture”) are possible.
We turn the annotation problem into a set of graph-based problems. First, we
try to discover affinities between terms and an unlabelled image, which is done
using a Random Walk with Restart (RWR) algorithm on a graph that models
current annotations as well as regions’ similarities. Then, since the RWR step
might predict unrelated, or even contradictory, terms, we compute pairwise term
correlations. Again, this relies on the analysis of links in a (second-order) graph.
Finally, we combine the results of the two steps to derive a set of terms which
are both semantically correlated each other and affine to the new image. This
final step amounts to solve an instance of the Maximum Weight Clique Problem
(MWCP) on a small graph. Doing this way, the number of terms we predict for
each new image is variable, and dependent on the actual image content.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we define the problem. Section
3 shows how to compute affinities between an image and the terms of the training
set and Section 4 analyzes correlations of terms. In Section 5 we show how we
derive the most correlated affine terms and provide some preliminary results
obtained from our prototype system. Section 6 concludes and discusses possible
extensions.
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Problem Definition

Before presenting our image annotation technique, we need to precisely define the
problem. We are given a dataset of N manually annotated images that constitute
the image training set I. Each image Ii ∈ I is characterized as a set of regions Rj ,
for each of which a D-dimensional feature vector is automatically extracted. For
instance, features could represent the color and the texture of Rj [2]. Moreover,
each image Ii ∈ I is manually annotated with mi terms {Ti1 , . . . , Timi }. Thus,
each image Ii is represented as Ii = ({Ri1 , . . . , Rini }, {Ti1 , . . . , Timi }).
Problem 1 Given an unlabelled (or query) image Iq , with regions {Rq1 , . . . , Rqnq },
exploit the knowledge of images in I to predict a “good” set of terms {Tq1 , . . . , Tqmq }
able to effectively characterize the content of Iq .
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Fig. 1. Visual example of the image annotation problem.

We turn the annotation problem, an instance of which is depicted in Figure
1, into a graph-based problem that is split into three main steps:
1. Affinities of terms and query image: Starting from the training images
I, we build a graph GMMG and “navigate” it so as to establish possible
affinities between the query image Iq and the terms associated to images in
I.
2. Correlation of terms: Starting from GMMG , we derive a second-order
graph G2T from which to compute the similarity among terms.
3. Correlated affine terms: In this step we combine the results of the first
two steps and derive the set of most semantically correlated terms to label
the query image Iq .
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Affinities of terms and query image

As for the implementation of the 1st step, we follow the Mixed Media Graph
approach [10].
Graph Construction. The Mixed Media Graph (MMG) GMMG = (V, E)
is a 3-level undirected graph, where each node represents an image (identifier),
a region, or a term, in the training set. More precisely, if T is the set of terms
and R is the set of regions, then V = I ∪ T ∪ R. Edges in E are of two types. An
object-attribute-value (OAV) edge connects an image node with either a region
or a term node. Therefore for each image Ii ∈ I, there are edges (Ii , Rj ) for all
regions Rj in Ii , and similarly for terms. Nearest neighbor (NN) edges connect
a region to its k (k ≥ 1) nearest neighbors regions in R, where the similarity
between two regions is computed based on the regions’ feature vectors. The graph
GMMG can be extended, so as to account for a new unlabelled image Iq , into the
graph Gq = (Vq , Eq ) by adding nodes for Iq and its regions, and NN edges for
the regions of Iq . Figure 2 shows the Gq graph for the example in Figure 1.
Graph Navigation. As we turn the annotation problem into a graph problem, methods for determining how related a node X is to a “start” node S are
needed to establish the affinity between the query image Iq and the terms in
GMMG . For this task we find appropriate to adopt the random walk with restart
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Fig. 2. The Gq graph for the example depicted in Figure 1, assuming k = 1

(RWR) technique [10]. The basic idea of RWR is to consider a random walker
that starts from node S and at each step chooses to follow an edge, randomly
chosen from the available ones. Further, at each step, with probability p the
walker can go back to node S (i.e., it restarts). The steady state probability that
the random walker will find itself at node X, denoted uS (X), can be interpreted
as a measure of affinity between X and S. In our case it is S = Iq and relevant
steady state probabilities are only those of term nodes (i.e., X ∈ T ). Intuitively,
if uIq (Tj ) is high, this is an evidence that Tj is a good candidate for annotating
Iq . Details on how the steady state probabilities can be efficiently computed even
for large graphs can be found in [13].
Limits of MMG. Even if MMG with RWR is usually able to find some
relevant terms for annotating a query image, it suffers some limits. First of all,
the predicted terms are those that have been crossed most frequently during the
graph navigation. It can be argued that using only frequency to evaluate the relevance of each term for annotating a new image is rather imprecise. For instance,
when using MMG, querying our prototype system with an image representing
a “horse” often returned as result the term “cow”. Indeed, one should bear in
mind that the MMG + RWR method heavily relies on the NN edges involving
the regions of Iq , thus on low-level similarities. If a region Rqi of Iq is (highly)
similar to a region Rj of an image I, which however has some terms unrelated
to Iq , this might easily lead to have such terms highly scored by RWR.
Another shortcoming of MMG regards the number of terms, P T , with the
highest steady state probabilities that are to be used for annotation. There are
two alternatives here. If one insists to take only the best P T terms, then each
image will be annotated with a same number of terms, thus independently of the
actual image content. Note that setting P T to a high value might easily lead to
wrong annotations, whereas a low value might easily miss relevant terms. The
same problem would occur should the predicted terms be all those whose steady
state probability exceeds a given threshold value.
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Analyzing Correlations of Terms

The approach we take to overcome MMG limitations is to perform a link analysis
on a sub-graph of GMMG so as to find highly-correlated terms. In turn, this is
evidence that such terms are also semantically related, thus good candidates to
annotate a new image.
Link Analysis. From the graph GMMG = (V, E), we derive the sub-graph
GT = (VT , ET ), where VT = I ∪ T , i.e., GT is derived from GMMG by deleting
region nodes. With the aim of estimating the similarity between couples of terms,
we derive from GT a second-order (bipartite) graph G2T = (VT2 , ET2 ). A node in
VT2 is either a pair of images (Ii , Ij ), Ii , Ij ∈ I, or a pair of terms (Tr , Ts ),
Tr , Ts ∈ T . An edge between nodes (Ii , Ij ) and (Tr , Ts ) is added to ET2 iff the
two edges (Ii , Tr ) and (Ij , Ts ) (equivalently, (Ii , Ts ) and (Ij , Tr )) are both in ET .
This is to say that each image Ii and Ij contains (at least) one of the two terms,
and the two images, when taken together, contain both terms. Notice that when
Ii = Ij , then terms Tr and Ts appear together in image Ii .
Given the second-order graph G2T , the problem of estimating the correlation
of two terms transforms into the problem of assigning a score to nodes corresponding to pairs of terms. For this one can use any link-based algorithm, such
as those adopted for ranking Web pages [6]. We denote with corr(Tr , Ts ) the
(correlation) score computed by such an algorithm for the node in VT2 corresponding to the pair of terms (Tr , Ts ). Note that this step can be performed
off-line, since it is independent of the query image.3
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Putting it All Together

In this last step we combine the results of the previous phases. As to the output
of the MMG + RWR step, we always take the set of P T terms with the highest
steady state probabilities, TM M G = {T1 , . . . , TP T }. This will be possibly reduced
considering terms correlations, corr(Tr , Ts ), so as to obtain a set of terms to
annotate the query image Iq that: 1) are affine to Iq , and, at the same time, 2)
are all tightly correlated each other.
We solve the problem by modelling it as an instance of the Maximum Weight
Clique Problem (MWCP) [4]:
Definition 1 (MWCP) Let G = (V, E, w) be an undirected and weighted graph,
where the j-th component of the weight vector w is the weight of the j-th node
in V . A clique G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) is a complete sub-graph of G, i.e., V 0 ⊆ V , and
there is an edge in E 0 between every pair of nodes inP
V 0 . The weight of clique
0
0
0
G is the sum of weights of the nodes in V , W (G ) = j∈V 0 wj . The Maximum
Weight Clique Problem (MWCP) is to find the clique, G0max , with the maximum
weight.
3

We are currently studying how correlations can be efficiently updated in front of
insertions in the training set.

The correspondence with our problem is almost immediate. The set of nodes in
the graph consists of the terms in TM M G (i.e., V = TM M G ), and each node Tj
is weighted by its steady state probability uIq (Tj ) (i.e., wj = uIq (Tj )). As to
edges, we only add to E those between nodes (terms) whose correlation exceeds
a given threshold value c, i.e., (Tr , Ts ) ∈ E iff corr(Tr , Ts ) > c. Doing this way,
solving the MWCP amounts to find the subset TOP T of optimal terms in TM M G
such that: 1) all terms in TOP T are highly correlated, and 2) there is no other
set of terms satisfying the same condition whose global affinity is higher.4
To give an example, Figure 3 shows a sample graph in which P T = 6. Numbers within each node represent unnormalized steady state probabilities (normalizing would not change the net effect). Solving MWCP, the optimal terms
(maximum weight clique) turn to be TOP T = {grass, bear, ground, water}. Notice that, without taking into account terms correlations, the affinity of rock is
higher than that of water. However, rock is loosely correlated with almost all
terms, thus does not enter into the solution.
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Fig. 3. Dashed edges define the clique with the maximum weight.

We have implemented all above-described algorithms on top of the Windsurf
system [2]. In details, each image is automatically segmented into a set of homogeneous regions which convey information about color and texture features.
Each region corresponds to a cluster of pixels and is represented through a 37dimensional feature vector. With respect to regions comparison (thus, to define
the NN edges of GMMG ) the Bhattacharyya metric is used. The dataset we
used was extracted form the IMSI collection.5 We trained our prototype system
by manually annotating about 50 images with one, two, or three terms. Table
1 summarizes the parameters used by our system, together with their default
values which we used in our preliminary experiments.
4
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Although the MWCP problem is NP-hard, the graphs we deal with are rather small
(e.g., tens of nodes), so the computational overhead is negligible.
IMSI MasterPhotos 50,000: http://www.imsisoft.com/.

parameter
default value
Average number of regions per image
4.4
Number of NN edges per region
k=5
Maximum number of terms per image P T = 6
RWR restart probability
p = 0.8
Correlation threshold
c = 0.3
Table 1. Parameters used by our system together with their default values.

Figure 4 shows an example of our prototype system in action. In this case,
the optimal terms that our system returns are sheep and grass, which are indeed
the only appropriate ones among the P T = 6 predicted by MMG.

id: 448

Fig. 4. The maximum weight clique for the image on the right.

We experimentally observed a similar accuracy for most of the images we tried
(about 50). Although it happened sometimes that optimal terms also included
irrelevant ones, the average precision of the result was always better than that
of MMG alone, thus validating the effectiveness of correlation analysis.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper we have presented an effective solution for semi-automatic image
annotation based on link analysis techniques. Our approach is able to predict
terms for unlabelled images that are highly correlated each other, which improves
the accuracy of the annotation. Admittedly, our experimental results are preliminary, thus we are currently working on a more accurate evaluation. Further, we

plan to extend our term analysis by means of ontologies, so as to exploit, besides
term correlations, also their semantic relationships (e.g., “the sheep browses on
grass”). This will likely lead to further improve the precision of our approach.
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